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ABSTRACT

IMPACT OF URBAN FACTORS AND INVASIVE SPECIES ON WHITE-FOOTED
MOUSE (PEROMYSCUS LEUCOPUS) HABITAT USE AND FORAGING
BEHAVIOR IN AN URBAN FOREST PARK

William Persons
June 26, 2015

Urban ecosystems demonstrate high levels of anthropogenic land-use change,
modification of abiotic inputs, and altered disturbance regimes; these changes directly
alter habitats. These changes result in reduced native biodiversity, creating available
niches often filled by invasive species. Urban parks often serve as reserves for native
species less suited to survival in urban areas, helping to preserve native biodiversity
through mitigation of anthropogenic effects. Understanding what changes affect these
urban parks, how the vegetative community responds, and how species (small mammals
in particular) modify their behaviors to persist in these areas will increase our ability to
manage urban areas for maximum biodiversity.
This research project took place in Twin Parks, a forested bottomland urban park.
The vegetative community, habitat structure, human presence, and the small mammal
community were assessed at multiple scales. Giving-Up Density was also assessed.
Chapter 1 assesses the habitat at a macro scale, determining what elements of the
vegetative community, vertical structure, and environment contribute to patterns of
white-footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus) capture. Chapter 2 assesses habitat selection

vii

at a microhabitat scale, examining how P. leucopus uses the specific invasive Amur
honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii). Chapter 3 examines P. leucopus anti-predator responses
in relation to coarse woody debris (CWD) and honeysuckle canopy cover using GivingUp-Density trials.
White-footed mice select for areas of greater canopy cover at the macro scale.
White-footed mice selected for areas with more CWD at the micro-scale, while also
potentially avoiding higher invasive species richness. White-footed mice preferentially
foraged under the honeysuckle canopy in response to changes in temperature and
humidity. This study suggests that the interaction between P. leucopus and ground layer
invasive species is complex, and that the effect of moonlight may be diminished in this
urban park.
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INTRODUCTION
Green areas within urban ecosystems face many influences novel to urban zones (Pickett
et al. 2011). Many abiotic processes such as temperature regime (Oke 1982; Huang et al.
2011), light level (Longcore and Rich 2004), hydrologic cylce (Walsh et al. 2005),
nutrient flow (Pickett et al. 2011), and decomposition cycles (Kostel-hughes et al. 1998),
are altered in some way. Urban parks can still function as biodiversity hotspots (Nielsen
et al. 2014), with a higher degree of complexity helping sustain higher biodiversity
(Cornelis and Hermy 2004). The floral and faunal species inhabiting urban parks must
also contend with introduced, exotic species (Mckinney 2002).

1.1 Invasive species and Amur honeysuckle
Invasion by exotic species is a biotic process that has had a particularly pronounced
influence on urban green spaces (McKinney 2006; Lambdon et al. 2008; McKinney
2008). Urban parks and green spaces exist as fragments within a heterogeneous
environment (Zipperer and Guntenspergen 2009), and are susceptible to invasion from
the large number of introduced exotic species present in urban areas (Chytry et al. 2008;
Niggemann et al. 2009). These invasive species work to colonize urban patches, where
they often take advantage of increased edge habitat and a loss of specialist species
(Fernandez-Juricic 2001; Bartuszevige et al. 2006; McKinney 2006; McKinney 2008).
.
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Invasive plant species especially can cause significant changes in the communities and
habitats they inhabit (Hartman and McCarthy 2008; Lambdon et al. 2008; Vilà et al
2011). They often take advantage of a suppression of ground vegetation through
anthropogenic modification (Hobbs 1988; Wilson and King 1995), which creates
opportunities for colonization. They also often possess characteristics that allow them to
successfully outcompete native species in disturbed urban habitats (Godefroid 2001;
Boyce 2010).

Amur honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii Rupr. Maxim.) is a common invasive shrub found
in many urban ecosystems in the US (Luken and Thieret 1996; Hutchinson and Vankat
1998), and is able to dominate a habitat and alter ecosystem processes, as well as
community composition and structure. Amur honeysuckle creates a dense canopy of
vegetation (Hartman and McCarthy 2008) and reduces diversity and abundance of herbs,
trees, and shrubs below its canopy through allelopathy and light competition (Deering
and Vankat 1999; Collier et al. 2002; Miller and Gorchov 2004; Meiners 2007; Hartman
and McCarthy 2008; McEwan et al. 2010). This shrub can dominate the seed bank
(Hartman and McCarthy 2008) and is also dispersed by birds (Ingold and Craycraft 1983)
and small mammals (Orrock et al. 2010), aiding in its spread.

1.2 Small mammals and white-footed mice
Many small mammals living within urban parks are relatively dispersal-limited (Baker et
al. 2003; Angold et al. 2006; Munshi-South 2010), linking their continued survival to
their ability to use what habitat and resources are available within a given patch. Many of
the species still present tend to be generalist species that are more tolerant of
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fragmentation and anthropogenic disturbances (Francis and Chadwick 2012; Pickett et al.
2011). They also must contend with invasive species, and their ability to manipulate a
patch. Over multiple generations, those small mammal species that persist make best use
of the invasive species present, potentially resulting in dietary shifts and changes in
foraging behavior.

The White-footed mouse, Peromyscus leucopus, is one such small mammal generalist
species known to persist within urban parks (Barko et al. 2003; Mahan and O'Connell
2005; Munshi-South 2012). White-footed mice demonstrate broad habitat tolerances,
selecting the best microhabitat available (Greenberg 2002; Jones and Lindquist 2012),
which facilitates their survival in heavily altered sites (Bellows et al. 2001; Brannon
2005). Amur honeysuckle provides dense canopy cover, which is often selected for by
white-footed mice (Edalgo et al. 2009), but the lack of ground vegetation may limit
foraging opportunities. Determining what kind of macrohabitat is favored by whitefooted mice in honeysuckle-dominated urban patches will help determine what factors
white-footed mice select for.

White-footed mice are known to persist in areas invaded by Amur honeysuckle,
sometimes being the only small mammal still present (Mattos and Orrock 2010; Dutra et
al. 2011; Rose et al. 2014; Shields et al. 2014). What factors determine P. leucopus
microhabitat selection under the canopy depends on what habitat elements still persist.
Shields et al. (2014) found leaf litter to be an important determinant of white-footed
mouse abundance, but no studies have looked at honeysuckle and P. leucopus in urban
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areas. A standard habitat component that is highly selected for by white-footed mice is
coarse woody debris (CWD), which provides both cover and food options (Fauteux et al,
2012; Kellner and Swihart 2014), and would be expected to still be relevant. Whitefooted mice are also known to be semi-arboreal, and may use the honeysuckle canopy for
movement or foraging (Batzli 1977). How white-footed mice use honeysuckle
microhabitat in a smaller, urban patch will help determine exactly how they view and use
L. maackii shrubs.

Previous studies (see Mattos and Orrock 2010; Dutra et al. 2011) have shown that
Peromyscus leucopus use Amur honeysuckle canopy as cover from predation. In urban
areas the diversity of predators can be reduced, but those present can exist at extremely
high densities (Finkler et al. 2011; Hoffmann and Gottschang 1977; Smith and Engeman
2002). Smaller urban parks also may present more opportunities to move beyond the
honeysuckle patch, or at least forage along its edge. While forest edge habitat is
considered risky habitat (Wolf and Batlzi 2004), if the edge of the honeysuckle patch is
within the forest, this may not hold true. White-footed mice would appear to have fewer
food options under the honeysuckle canopy as well, due to the suppressed ground
vegetation community. White-footed mice did not favor L. maackii berries as a food
source in a natural forest (Rose et al. 2014), though they readily eat the berries in lab
settings (Williams et al. 1992; Williams 1999Pickett). Understanding how large a role
Amur honeysuckle plays in anti-predator behavior within an urban park will provide
clues to relative predator pressure, foraging strategies, and the role of the urban
environment.
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CHAPTER 1 –
WHITE-FOOTED MOUSE (PEROMYSCUS LEUCOPUS) HABITAT
USE IN AN URBAN PARK INVADED BY AMUR HONEYSUCKLE
(LONICERA MAACKII)

INTRODUCTION
One major concern in urban ecosystems is the loss of native biodiversity as a result of
anthropogenic change. Remnant patches of habitat possess the ability to retain species
that otherwise would not persist within the heavily altered urban environment (Nielsen et
al. 2014), but these areas are threatened by human encroachment, development, and
management practices (Pickett et al. 2011). There does exist a mechanism to maintain
their potential as biodiversity reserves within urban areas, in the form of urban parks
(Nielsen et al. 2014).

Urban parks face many challenges specific to urban ecosystems that affect community
composition, biodiversity, and ecosystem function (Pickett et al. 2011). Changes to
important abiotic inputs, such as light (Longcore and Rich 2004) and temperature regime
(Oke 1982), and ecosystem processes, such as altered hydrology (Walsh et al. 2005) and
decomposition cycles (Kostel-Hughes et al. 1998), can potentially affect even the largest
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and most resilient park. Altered disturbance regimes and management plans also affect
the functioning of urban parks (Pickett et al. 2011).

In addition to these abiotic factors and altered natural processes affecting a park, there are
changes to the biotic community. One of the main factors negatively affecting urban plant
communities is the increasing presence of exotic species (McKinney 2006; Lambdon et
al. 2008; McKinney 2008). Some exotic species become invasive in urban areas, going
beyond simply colonizing a patch or filling a niche to dominating an area. Invasive
species modify habitat structure and reduce local biodiversity (Gordon 1998; Pennington
et al. 2010), and they can alter food resources for herbivores and seed predators (Manson
and Stiles 1998; Williams 1999; Horncastle et al. 2004).

The Amur honeysuckle shrub, Lonicera maackii, is one invasive that has spread across
many urban areas (Luken and Thieret 1996; Hutchinson and Vankat 1998), creating a
dense canopy formed by adult shrubs (Hartman and McCarthy 2008). This invasive shrub
greatly reduces the diversity and abundance of the ground layer through allelopathy and
light competition (Deering and Vankat 1999; Collier et al. 2002; Miller and Gorchov
2004; Meiners 2007; Hartman and McCarthy 2008; McEwan et al. 2010 ). Amur
honeysuckle can dominate the seed bank (Hartman and McCarthy 2008), producing
thousands of berries, each with up to ten seeds (Luken and Thieret 1996). This shrub is
also dispersed by birds (Ingold and Craycraft 1983) and small mammals (Orrock et al.
2010), aiding in its spread.
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The small mammal species assemblage in urban parks often contains species with limited
dispersal ability, where populations are relatively restricted to the patch they occupy
(Munshi-South 2010). This characteristic makes them good indicators of change within
the habitat, as their survival is linked to the area they occupy. Those species still extant
within urban parks are often tolerant of the fragmentation and have likely adjusted to the
resultant changes in vegetative community, as well as anthropogenic disturbances
(Francis and Chadwick 2002). How small mammals utilize the habitat as it exists today
can provide insight into the relative impact of invasive species as well as other
anthropogenic factors. Understanding habitat use of small mammals can also help
determine their ability to influence the distribution of plant species.

The white-footed mouse Peromyscus leucopus is a generalist small mammal known to
persist within urban parks (Barko et al. 2003; Mahan and O'Connell 2005; Munshi-South
2012). This rodent also persists in areas invaded by Amur honeysuckle, and is sometimes
the only small mammal still present in such areas (Mattos and Orrock 2010; Dutra et al.
2011; Rose et al. 2014; Shields et al. 2014). White-footed mice prefer habitats with dense
canopy cover (Edalgo et al. 2009), large quantities of woody debris (Drickamer 1990),
and relatively little vegetative cover (Barnum et al. 1992), preferences that we would
expect to carry over into honeysuckle patches. However, P. leucopus has demonstrated
the ability to use whatever habitat is available (Greenberg 2002; Jones and Lindquist
2012), even in heavily disturbed areas (Bellows et al. 2001; Brannon 2005).

In this study, I examine which elements of an urban park best explain the distribution of
Peromyscus leucopus. More specifically, I test the effect of Amur honeysuckle on habitat
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selection and distribution of the white-footed mice population. I also evaluate the effects
of the vegetative community composition, structural complexity, and canopy cover. I
predict that white-footed mice will be located relatively frequently under the honeysuckle
canopy, which can provide cover for predator avoidance. I also predict that vegetative
diversity and abundance will not play a role in patterns of P. leucopus abundance, due to
the combined influence of the flood channel and honeysuckle in suppressing the
vegetative community.

METHODS
Study Site
The study site was Twin Parks, an urban park 4.9 km from downtown Louisville,
Kentucky and approximately 500 m from the Ohio River. This park is 15.59 ha in size, is
covered by bottomland Ash-Maple (Fraxinus-Acer) forest, and receives little
management. Amur honeysuckle shrubs occupy approximately 75% of the area of Twin
Parks (Appendix 1, Map 1), dominating the mid-canopy layer where they occur. One
main gravel path meanders halfway into this park, turning into two divergent dirt paths
that experience regular usage by the public. A large windstorm in September 2008 and an
ice storm in January 2009 damaged many trees in this park, creating much of the woody
debris found on the study plots.

Plot Design
The plot design consisted of two square plots of four subplots (32 m x 32 m) each, set 50
m apart. The resultant eight subplots each contained nine quadrats (10.5 m x 10.5 m), for
a total of 72 quadrats. Four subplots were within the flood channel and had less than 30%
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honeysuckle cover. The other four subplots were outside the channel and had greater than
75% honeysuckle cover. Each quadrat was gridded in 1-m2 units (squares) for vegetative
sampling, yielding a total of 110 grid squares per quadrat.

Vegetative Sampling
During the summer 2012, I conducted a pilot vegetative census that sampled all 110
meter squares in all 9 quadrats of plot 1 subplot 1, and 6 quadrats of plot 1 subplot 4. A
power analysis (Knowware International) based on that initial census showed that
sampling 20 1-meter square units (squares) would provide an adequate sample size to
assess vegetation. Using the random number generator function in Excel, I generated 20
unique numbers from the range 1-110 for each of the 72 quadrats. I used those numbers
to select grid squares for vegetation censusing in the 57 quadrats that I had not yet
assessed; these censuses were performed in the spring and summer of 2013. For the 15
quadrats already sampled in the pilot vegetative census, only data from the squares that
matched the randomly generated numbers were used. This method yielded a total of
1,440 randomly chosen 1-m2 grid squares across 72 quadrats.

To census vegetation in the chosen squares I identified the species present and counted
the number of individuals for each species. Any grass or sedge that could not be
positively identified to species was grouped into a common ‘grass’ or ‘sedge’ category.
Each species was ranked 1, 2, or 3 on a dominance scale. The most dominant plant, based
on a combination of size and cover, was ranked 1. Any plant species either tall enough or
present in enough numbers to be visible without moving aside any vegetation was ranked
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2. Any plant species whose members were either small enough, or present in low enough
numbers, that moving other vegetation was necessary to locate it was ranked 3.

I only included tree seedlings and saplings no more than 1.5 meters tall in the vegetation
analysis, as they were not a part of the canopy. I separately identified and measured
diameter at breast height (dbh) of all trees found in the 20 randomly selected squares that
were over 1.5 m in height and with a dbh > 3 cm. These larger trees were analyzed
separately from the vegetation analysis to understand their relative impact to stand
structure and the importance of tree diversity and size. Once all data were collected for all
plant species, plants were divided into functional groups: forbs, grasses, sedges, vines,
shrubs, and tree seedlings. All exotic species were identified as such.

Honeysuckle Sampling
All adult and juvenile honeysuckle found in the randomly selected 1 m2 squares were
counted and categorized. Due to the differences in stem density, growth form, canopy
height, and overall size in adult and juvenile honeysuckle shrubs, they were grouped and
analyzed separately. Shrubs were categorized as adults if they formed a part of the midlevel shrub canopy, had the majority of their stems growing outward instead of skywards,
and had canopy-directed stems that were well branched. Juvenile shrubs were at least
60cm in height and were usually multi-stemmed but had primary stems directed canopywards, with relatively few stems growing outward (Deering and Vankat 1999). Juvenile
shrubs can produce berries if in a high light environment, so reproductive condition was
not a useful measure of age class. Any honeysuckle shrubs less than 60 cm in height were
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categorized as seedlings during vegetative sampling and counted as such, but not
measured.

Each adult and juvenile honeysuckle shrub present on any of the 20 randomly selected 1
m2 squares was measured. I counted the number of stems for each shrub, and recorded
each stem as dead or alive. I measured the dbh of the largest stem of each shrub. For
those shrubs that either had significant branching below 1.5 m or were <1.5 m tall, stem
diameter was measured below the lowest branching point on the primary stem. The root
ball of Lonicera maackii projects out of the soil, providing a relatively flat woody
platform from which stems grow. The diameter of the apical root ball was measured
across the longest axis, as well as perpendicular to the longest axis. These values were
averaged to estimate apical root ball diameter. For analyses, honeysuckle shrubs were
categorized according to age and status (alive or dead). Adult and juvenile shrubs were
separated to evaluate their relative impact on the surrounding community. Adult
honeysuckle shrubs generally grow at lower densities than juveniles, with higher
canopies and less ground cover. Honeysuckle variables were then averaged for each
quadrat for the following categories for all honeysuckle measured: adult honeysuckle,
juvenile honeysuckle, living adult and juvenile honeysuckle, and dead adult and juvenile
honeysuckle. An additional variable tallied the number of squares out of 20 on which
honeysuckle were present.

Map-based Variables
I created maps accurate to the square meter for quantification of selected variables across
all quadrats. The first map set contained all honeysuckle adults and juveniles, all trees,
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and all coarse woody debris (including snags and fallen logs). The second set evaluated
shade for all quadrats by square meter. A third map shows flood zone delineations for all
quadrats by square meter. The methods and criteria used to create these maps are
described below.
Honeysuckle and Coarse Woody Debris Maps
The first map set allowed all honeysuckle shrubs on each quadrat to be counted.
Honeysuckle count variables included all honeysuckle shrubs, then adult honeysuckle
and juvenile honeysuckle separately.

Coarse woody debris (CWD) variables were also extracted from these maps, and
included fallen logs and snags but not fine woody debris. For the purpose of this study I
define coarse woody debris as any sticks from trees or vines that are at least 1 m long and
3 cm in diameter. Anything smaller was considered fine woody debris. Leaf litter was not
included. CWD was quantified for each square meter on a 0-10 scale (Table 1). A zero
value meant 1 or fewer sticks classified as CWD on a square. In many places, large debris
tangles or snags created a CWD component that spanned from the ground into the
honeysuckle canopy. For defining CWD I consider this an arboreal component of CWD,
which indicates CWD connectivity between the ground and the shrub and/or tree canopy
from partially fallen vines and/or branches.
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Table 1. Discrete categorical ranking system used to quantify CWD. All scores >1 meet
the specifications for lower scores

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1 or fewer sticks classified as CWD on a square
at least 2 branches or vines ≥ 3 cm in diameter and > 1 m in length
at least one downed tree trunk in addition to 2 branches or vines
3 or more branches that do not cover the entire square; also includes logs
the entire square was covered with CWD, leaving no gaps greater than 25x25 cm
continuous CWD covering an area >16 m2
CWD debris pile averaged at least 1/3 m in height across the entire square
inclusion of a strong arboreal component
body of a large snag and corresponding debris
ground-level CWD at least 1 m in height
CWD too dense to see through, a strong arboreal component, and the presence of
a fallen tree or large branch

Coarse woody debris quantification, outlined in Table 1, followed a logical progression
of increasing density and size of debris. Variables quantified from the resultant data
examine various aspects of CWD in relation to Peromyscus leucopus. I began by
determining the mean CWD for all squares on a quadrat, CWD M. I then excluded
squares with no CWD (value = 0) and calculated a mean of all squares with at least some
CWD, generating CWD X. I then focused on the CWD levels most selected for by P.
leucopus; large areas of dense CWD (Greenberg 2002). All squares with a CWD value of
4 or greater would be selected for, creating the variable CWD M4 which represented the
mean of all squares with a CWD value of at least 4. The final mean CWD variable, CWD
5M targeted the habitat on each quadrat that most directly affected the likelihood of a
white-footed mouse entering a trap, the 5 x 5 m grid at the center of each quadrat
(Greenberg 2002). I also counted the number of squares on each quadrat that contained
CWD, and those squares which scored at least a 4.
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Shade Variable Maps
I estimated % shade coverage for every square meter on each quadrat. This was done
only on sunny days during the summer, between 12:00 h and 13:30 h. The % shade was
ranked based on what percentage of a square was shaded; little (<10%) shade =10; partial
(30%- 60%) shade =20; and full (>80%) shade =30. The absence of observed values
between10%-30% and 60-80% shade resulted from a natural division of shade and
canopy.

I also categorized vegetative canopy composition for each square meter. Categories were
based on what type of vegetation was providing the cover over a particular square; vines
only =10, vine and trees =15, trees only =20, trees and honeysuckle =25, and
honeysuckle only =30. The two components, shade composition and shade amount, were
evaluated separately in analyses.

Flood Variable
Direct flooding was also evaluated for each quadrat from January-December 2012
through 40 visits, spaced 7-10 days apart. On each visit, the amount of standing water and
the muddiness of the soil on each quadrat was estimated on a scale of 1-3, with one being
standing water, 2 being muddy soils, and three being dry, firm soils. The number of times
a quadrat was rated a value of 1 was tabulated to create the variable FloodPeriod. This
directly assessed flooding on both plots, and the likelihood of standing water to persist
beyond a rain event, as well as saturation time.
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Mammal Trapping
One Sherman trap (8.5 cm x 8.0 cm x 23.2 cm) was placed on the center of each quadrat,
starting spring 2012. This created a 6x6 grid of 36 traps on each plot, with nine traps on
each subplot (Figure 1b). Three squirrel-sized (31 cm x 26 cm x 82 cm) Tomahawk traps
were placed on each subplot, creating a 3x4 grid on each plot. One raccoon-sized (19 cm
x 20 cm x 51 cm) Tomahawk trap was placed in the center quadrat of each subplot in
order to limit disturbance from northern raccoons (Procyon lotor), Virginia opossums
(Didelphis virginiana), and eastern grey squirrels (Sciurus carolinensis). Bait consisted of
peanut butter and oats for all trap sessions (Yunger 2002; Edalgo and Anderson 2007).
Three trapping sessions that were three nights in duration occurred in 2012 (April, June
and July), and two trapping sessions that were four nights in duration occurred in 2013
(May and June).

All mammals captured were identified to species, weighed, and sexed, and the capture
location of each individual was recorded. All small mammals were also tagged with
Monel 1 ear tags (National Band and Tag Co, Newport, Ky). Small mammal species
captured in this study included white-footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus), short-tailed
shrew (Blarina brevicauda), and eastern chipmunk (Tamias striatus). Other mammal
species captured included eastern grey squirrel, Virginia opossum, northern raccoon, and
feral cat (Felis catus). This project was approved under University of Louisville IACUC
proposal #13094, entitled ‘Use of Invaded Urban Parks by Small Mammals’.
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Human Presence
The variable human presence quantified use of this site by visitors to the park other than
the author of this study. This variable used ordinal ranking to assess likelihood of human
presence on a given quadrat, both as quantity of foot traffic and the duration of use in
mini-camps. Indicators of human presence included signs of human paths, the accruing of
human trash along clear corridors (cigarette butts and packs, beer cans, etc.), placement,
removal or creation of structures for sitting and/or limiting visibility, and direct
observation of people. Mini-camps present at this site were areas where park users would
return nearly daily to the same spot and occupy it for durations ranging from 10-15
minutes up to several hours. Multiple people usually occupied a camp at the same time,
with people coming and going. Use level was determined through direct observation of
people.

Human presence was ranked on a scale from 0-10. Any quadrat ranked 0 had no observed
human activity and showed no signs of human presence. A rank of 1 meant there were
signs of human presence but no observed activity. Ranks 2, 3, and 4 included quadrats
where observations of human use occurred at low frequencies. A rank of 2 was assigned
if only 1 - 2 observations occurred per year, a 3 if use occurred 3 - 5 times per year, and 4
if there were 6 - 11 occurrences of use yearly. A rank of 5 meant humans used the trail
more than 12 times per year, but no visible paths were present. The presence of defined
human paths denoted ranks of 6 and higher. Quadrats with regular use leading to the
formation of paths combined with no observable camps were scored a 6. Quadrats that
experienced heavy or daily use but where camps were never observed scored as 7. The
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presence of camp that experienced use but was not observed in use along with heavy use
of trails ranked an 8. Quadrats ranking a 9 contained one camp experiencing regular,
observable use. Quadrats ranking a 10 contained multiple camps that experienced regular
to heavy use and were frequently observed occupied.

Statistical Analysis
Due to the high number of heavily correlated variables, I first used correlation tables to
reduce the number of non-independent and confounded variables. When multiple nonindependent explanatory variables were significantly correlated with each other, I
selected for retention the independent variable/s (IV) with the lowest p-value score in
relation to the dependent variable (DV). If multiple IVs were significant at the same level
(i.e. <0.05, <0.01), then I kept the IV with the higher r2 correlation with the DV for
further analysis. Those variables remaining were entered into a Principal Component
Analysis (IBM SPSS Statistics v. 21.0) in order to identify the variables best able to
explain the variation in my dependent variable. I also used PCA to identify the
relationships between and among variables through analysis of the component axes. All
selected variables were entered into the initial PCA, and variables with a communality
under 0.500 were removed from the analysis (Novčić and Damnjanović 2012). A new
PCA was run with the reduced variables, and PCAs were run until no more variables fit
conditions for removal. I kept only component axes with eigenvalues >1 (Kaiser-Guttman
criterion; Jackson 1993). I regressed the PCA component scores against the dependent
variable trap success to determine which components had significant effects on trap
success. I also generated r2 values in Excel (2010) to compare invasive species diversity
with overall plant diversity.
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RESULTS
The vegetative survey identified 108 unique plant species: 42 forbs, 32 tree species, nine
vine species, eight shrubs, six grasses, five sedges, and one fern species. Of the total,
eight forb, three tree, three vine, three shrub, and two grass species were exotic. Sixteen
tree species were identified as tree seedlings/saplings, and 27 tree species were identified
as mature trees. Five species were identified as tree seedlings/saplings only, and 16
species as mature trees only. See Appendix 1 for a list of all plant species sampled. In
general, forb species diversity increased with higher forb abundance (r2=0.49), and
invasive forb diversity increased with total forb diversity (r2=0.31)

For this study, 1,388 trap nights resulted in 127 captures of 78 individual Peromyscus
leucopus, including 51 males and 27 females. A final set of 94 captures was used for
statistical analysis, with 16 individuals captured twice. Other small mammal captures
from Sherman traps included four eastern chipmunks (Tamias striatus) and two shorttailed shrews (Blarina brevicauda). These species were not included in trap success due
to small sample size.

PCA and Regression
The final PCA included 13 variables on three Factors (Table 2) which explained 69.42%
of the variation in trap success. Factor 1 was loaded on most highly by shade type (0.930)
and adult honeysuckle abundance (0.769), and it explained 42.45% of the variation in
trap success. Factor 2 explained 16.24% of this variation and represented vegetative
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variation, with high-loading factors including average abundance of dominant plants
(0.791), average abundance of dominant grasses (0.773), and abundance of sedges
(0.674). Factor 3 reflected vegetative diversity, with high loadings for exotic species
diversity (0.781), exotic vine diversity (0.761), and native shrub diversity (0.683), and
explained 10.74% of the variation in trap success. Regressing the three factor scores
against % trap success produced a model (r2 = 0.058, p = 0.023, N = 72) containing factor
1 (β = 1.704, 95% C.I. 0.238 – 3.170). I then regressed the most significant variable for
each of the three axes against the DV % trap success. This produced a model (r2 = 0.045,
p = 0.009, N = 72) containing shade type (β = 0.145, 95% C.I. 0.007 – 0.283) as the
significant explanatory variable.
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Table 2. Three component factors from PCA analysis regressed against % trap success. Factor 1 was the only significant factor.

Flood
Period
Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3

-0.867
0.205
0.014

Number
Adult HS
0.796
-0.012
-0.127

Number
Shade
Exotic spp Type

Shade
Amount

0.060
0.409
0.781

0.872
-0.077
0.082

0.930
-0.195
-0.014

Avg #D
Veg spp
-0.032
0.791
-0.105

# Squares # Native
# Squares Avg #D
w Forb spp Shrub spp w Sedge spp Grass spp
0.560
0.480
0.308

-0.072
0.302
0.683

-0.457
0.674
0.279

-0.086
0.773
0.158

# Exotic
Vine spp
-0.077
-0.320
0.761

# Native
TSS spp
-0.383
0.569
0.228
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DISCUSSION
This study demonstrates the ability of white-footed mice to effectively identify and use
habitat elements present in this heavily invaded and structurally altered forest. This
population of mice chose to spend more time within the honeysuckle patch, likely for the
greater protection from predators offered by the honeysuckle canopy cover. This concurs
with the results of other studies of P. leucopus anti-predatory behavior in relation to
Amur honeysuckle patches (Mattos and Orrock 2010; Dutra et al. 2011). In this study,
the abundance of plants other than honeysuckle within the patch was lower than in the
neighboring floodplain area, indicating a potential decrease in foraging options.
Peromyscus leucopus could be compensating for this by consuming more invertebrates
(Anderson and Folke 1993; Whittaker 1966). White-footed mice could also maintain
nesting sites within the relatively protected honeysuckle area, while primarily foraging in
the denser vegetation along the edge of the patch. Meiners (2007) showed greater
depletion of the seed bank under the honeysuckle canopy due to increased foraging effort,
and Orrock et al. (2010) postulated this kind of effect could enhance the competitive
advantage of honeysuckle. They could also be consuming honeysuckle berries (Rose et
al. 2014), even though they are a low quality food source (Ingold and Craycraft 1983).

White-footed mice in this study were infrequently captured in floodplain sites, which had
no honeysuckle canopy. In contrast to an earlier study (Batzli 1977), there was not
enough connectivity over the floodplain for mice to move arboreally and thus avoid traps
there, which suggests the low number of captures in the floodplain reflects a tendency in
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this P. leucopus population to avoid floodplain habitat. The potential avoidance of the
floodplain cannot be completely explained by the decrease in canopy cover and the
resulting loss of its protection against predators without further study. Increasing
abundance of forb species also contributed to explanations of white-footed mouse
distribution, but forb abundance is highest on the flood plain. The narrow band of
vegetation between the floodplain and honeysuckle patch may constitute a narrow edge
ecotone, potentially favored by mice for foraging excursions but not residence. These
mice may select for honeysuckle patch habitat nearer areas of higher forb diversity within
this ecotone, if the foraging provides a great enough benefit to be worth the increased
predation risk. This scenario suggests that the honeysuckle canopy and vegetative
variables are interacting in complex ways, working to create subtle patterns not revealed
in this analysis.

One interesting possibility for how white-footed mice view the flood plain involves the
increased abundance of invasive species in the ground layer. White-footed mice may tend
to avoid areas where the ground layer contains a higher number of invasive species as
Edalgo et al. (2009) found, although the novelty of invasive species should decrease
rapidly with multiple generations. Generations of mice born after the colonization of an
invasive plant should not necessarily recognize that plant species as out of place; if they
do, it may suggest some passage of information across generations, or some other
unknown mechanism letting them know a species does not belong.
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The high degree of variation within and between variables is also evident in the
regression results. Regression analysis using the PCA factors as explanatory variables
was significant (p-value = 0.023) and thus demonstrated that these factors did explain the
variation in capture success. However, this analysis produced a low r2 of only 0.058,
showing that a very large amount of the variation remained unexplained and thus that the
PCA axes were poor predictors of mouse capture. I also regressed the most significant
variable on each of the three factors against trap success in a separate analysis, which
again yielded a low r2 value (0.045) that was highly significant (p= 0.009). These similar
results suggest that while the explanatory variable does have some predictive power for
the response variable, there is still a great deal of variation that lessens predictive
accuracy.

Although I confirmed my primary hypothesis that white-footed mice would be found
primarily under the Amur honeysuckle canopy, this initial experiment has led to more
questions than answers. This study has supported earlier studies showing that whitefooted mice are strong generalists that can survive in almost any habitat (Adler and
Wilson 1987) and that Amur honeysuckle is a dominant shrub that alters the plant
community profile (Hartman and McCarthy 2008). Neither vegetative diversity nor
abundance affected capture success. While Planz and Kirkland (1992) showed CWD to
be heavily selected for in P. leucopus path selection, Anderson et al. (2003) showed
increased complexity of ground vegetation, especially along the edge, led to increased P.
leucopus abundance. However, in this study CWD similarly did not have a significant
effect on capture success, a finding that conflicts with results from other studies, which
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have shown that CWD is an important determinant of microhabitat selection in P.
leucopus (Greenberg 2002), and that it provides both foraging opportunities and cover
(Drickamer 1990; Edalgo et al. 2009; Jones and Lindquist 2012).

This study reveals several dimensions of habitat use worthy of further study. This
population of mice seems to prefer the honeysuckle-dominated area; however, there is
still a great deal of variation in habitat selection that remains unexplained. There are also
questions on the distribution of foraging resources, and how white-footed mice utilize the
floodplain areas. This study examined general patterns of vegetation across quadrats, a
more macroscale approach. The lower resolution within the data may have hidden some
nuances of the habitat.

Focusing on areas dominated by honeysuckle may reveal stronger, more predictable
patterns of habitat use within this preferred habitat type (Shields et al. 2014). Another
question that arises along with consideration of habitat used by these mice is arboreal
movement. Peromyscus leucopus are known to be semi-arboreal (Batzli 1977), and
honeysuckle shrubs provide both increased stem density and a dense, contiguous canopy
for movement. How often and under what conditions white-footed mice use the canopy
habitat could help answer questions about their population distribution on the ground.
Testing basic assumptions of foraging behavior can reveal if the resources available
under the honeysuckle canopy are on par with those in the more densely vegetated
floodplain area, or if basic predator-aversive behaviors are more dominant.
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CHAPTER 2
FACTORS AFFECTING WHITE-FOOTED MOUSE (PEROMYSCUS
LEUCOPUS) HABITAT SELECTION IN AN URBAN FOREST

INTRODUCTION
Introductions of non-native, invasive plant species have significantly negatively affected
biodiversity in the US (Gordon 1998; Wilcove et al. 1998) and around the world,
especially in urban areas (McKinney 2006; Lambdon et al. 2008; McKinney 2008).
Invasive plant species alter their environment and ecosystem processes, disturbing urban
plant communities (Gordon 1998; Pennington et al. 2010). Native small mammal species
interact with invasive species as seed predators and dispersers (Manson and Stiles 1998;
Williams 1999; Horncastle et al. 2004), potentially spreading invasive plants through
caching (Abbott and Quink 1970; Orrock et al. 2010) and thus reducing native plant
diversity (Collier et al. 2002; Gorchov and Trisel 2003). The ability of small mammals to
use the microhabitat in and around areas experiencing plant invasion, and to use the
invasive plants themselves, affects the likelihood of persistence for both the small
mammals and native plants in urban ecosystems Small mammal species that persist
within urban parks and green spaces are primarily generalists (Mahan and O'Connell
2005; Cavia et al. 2009). While ideal habitat for small mammals has high structural
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complexity, (Horvath et al. 2001), abundant woody debris (Fauteux et al. 2012; Kellner
and Swihart 2014), and canopy cover (Zollner and Crane 2003), generalist species can
work within their broad habitat preferences to best take advantage of available habitat
components (Bellows et al. 2001). Flexibility in habitat requirements allows them to
persist in often heavily disturbed, highly invaded urban parks. A major factor in small
mammal habitat selection is mitigating predation risk through selection for cover (Brown
1988; Lima and Dill 1990; Brown and Kotler 2004; Hinkelman et al. 2012), though, this
cover preference would likely still greatly influence small mammals. Understanding how
specific invasive plants affect anti-predator behavior and microhabitat selection of small
mammals helps to better understand the impact of invasive species. This knowledge also
helps inform the likelihood of survival for species in the small mammal community.

Amur honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii; Rupr. Maxim.) is a common invasive shrub found
in many urban ecosystems in the US (Luken and Thieret 1996; Hutchinson and Vankat
1998). Amur honeysuckle creates a dense canopy of vegetation (Hartman and McCarthy
2008) and reduces diversity and abundance of herbs, trees, and shrubs below its canopy
through allelopathy and light competition (Deering and Vankat 1999; Collier et al. 2002;
Miller and Gorchov 2004; Meiners 2007; Hartman and McCarthy 2008; McEwan et al.
2010). A single adult shrub can produce thousands of berries (Luken and Thieret 1996),
though they have low nutritional quality (Ingold and Craycraft 1983).

The effects of this shrub on small mammals in urban parks are poorly understood. One
component of some urban forests that can potentially affect small mammals is the
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presence of a dense shrub layer (Chupp et al. 2013) like that created by Amur
honeysuckle (Collier et al. 2002; Hartman and McCarthy 2008). This strong canopy layer
could be advantageous for small mammals in parks; however the reduced vegetative
density may also reduce potential food resources.

This study concentrates on one generalist small mammal that persists within urban parks
(Barko et al. 2003; Mahan and O'Connell 2005; Munshi-South 2012), the white-footed
mouse (Peromyscus leucopus). White-footed mice demonstrate broad habitat tolerances
which facilitate their survival in heavily altered sites (Bellows et al. 2001; Brannon
2005). Peromyscus leucopus readily uses disturbed habitats, selecting the best
microhabitat available (Greenberg 2002; Jones and Lindquist 2012). This species also
uses both the terrestrial and arboreal components of its habitat (Batzli 1977), potentially
for foraging.

In non-urban areas invaded by Amur honeysuckle, Peromyscus leucopus is often the
most populous small mammal by a large margin (Mattos and Orrock 2010; Dutra et al.
2011; Rose et al. 2014; Shields et al. 2014). White-footed mice seem to preferentially
favor Amur honeysuckle shrub cover for foraging (Mattos and Orrock 2010; Dutra et al.
2011). In areas of Morrow’s honeysuckle (Lonicera morrowii), a close relative of Amur
honeysuckle, white-footed mice preferred microhabitat associated with a higher density
of shrubs and shrub cover (Edalgo et al. 2009). However, P. leucopus do not favor L.
maackii berries as food source in a natural forest (Rose et al. 2014), although they readily
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eat the berries in lab settings (Williams 1999, Williams et al. 1992). However, none of
these studies examined habitat use within an urban park.

My primary objective in this study was to examine the relationship between white-footed
mice and Amur honeysuckle canopy as it relates to honeysuckle phenology. My second
objective was to explore microhabitat preferences within the small mammal community,
focusing on white-footed mice distribution at a fine scale. I predicted that white-footed
mice would preferentially favor the honeysuckle canopy when the bush is fully green but
show no preference for berries. I also predicted that total plant species richness as well as
invasive species richness would help determine microhabitat selection under the canopy.

METHODS
Study Site
The study site was Twin Parks, an urban park 4.9km from downtown Louisville,
Kentucky and approximately 500m from the Ohio River. The bottomland Ash-Maple
(Fraxinus-Acer) forest comprising this park covers 15.59 ha and receives little to no
management. Amur honeysuckle shrubs occupy approximately 75% of the area of Twin
Parks (Appendix 1, Map 2), dominating the midcanopy layer where they occur. One main
gravel path meanders halfway into this park, turning into two divergent dirt paths that
experience regular usage by the public. A large windstorm in September 2008 and an ice
storm in January 2009 damaged many trees in this park, creating much of the woody
debris found on the study plot.
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Focal Honeysuckle Shrubs
I selected 26 adult honeysuckle shrubs with at least two stems, with the largest stem
diameter at breast height (dbh) at least 3 cm, and all stems at least 1 cm in dbh. These
focal shrubs stood at least 15m apart, and at least 15 m from the edge of the honeysuckle
patch. The canopy of each shrub extended a minimum of 2.5 m from the center. I
measured dbh of all stems on each shrub and determined whether each stem was living or
dead. I also measured each visible root ball along the longest axis and the perpendicular
axis in the same plane in order to generate an average visible root ball diameter. For each
shrub, I measured crown height at its highest point, usually at or near the center of the
crown. To calculate the depth of each focal shrub canopy, I measured distance from
ground to the lowest point of the canopy and subtracted it from crown height. I visually
estimated the % cover of each canopy within a radius of 2.5 m from the center of the
shrub. To do so, I used flags and string to mark a circle (radius = 2.5 m) centered on the
base of the focal shrub and assessed shrub canopy cover from underneath between 12:0013:00 hrs on sunny, summer days.

Trapping
I placed four Sherman traps (8.5 cm x 8.0 cm x 23.2 cm) around each shrub. Two traps
were placed on the ground, and two traps were placed in the shrub canopy. I placed one
ground trap (base) directly adjacent to the base of the focal shrub. I placed the second
ground trap (away) 1 - 2.5 m from the base of the focal shrub and adjacent to coarse
woody debris, large fallen logs, and/or dense snags. I secured Sherman traps to the
ground with two metal staples formed from 10-gauge fencing wire to help limit
disturbance from northern raccoons (Procyon lotor).
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I used polyfilament twine to tie two 15 cm x 2.5 cm pieces of 1cm thick particleboard
into the canopies of each focal honeysuckle shrub to create platforms for arboreal traps.
All platforms were placed so that a stem ran along at least one edge of the platform,
allowing mice access. Platforms were tied so as to allow for natural movement of the
shrub in wind while maintaining platform stability. I placed one Sherman trap on each
platform and secured it with two crossed 12” nylon elastic cords.

To reduce disturbance of the Sherman traps by larger mammals, I also set out eight
raccoon-sized (19 cm x 20 cm x 51 cm) and 10 squirrel-sized (31 cm x 26 cm x 82 cm)
Tomahawk traps near focal honeysuckle shrubs experiencing routine (multiple
consecutive nights) disturbance during the first and second trapping sessions. By the end
of these two sessions, no shrubs with just Sherman traps experienced routine disturbance.
These traps were at distances of 1.5 – 3 m from a focal shrub and at least 1.5 m from any
Sherman trap. Disturbance was quantified as the number of traps that were pulled off
platforms or pulled out of the metal staples, or that had chewing damage on the elastic
tethers. Tomahawk traps reduced disturbance from eastern grey squirrels (Sciurus
carolinensis), Virginia opossums (Didelphis virginianus), and northern raccoons by
capturing these animals before they could disturb traps.

Trapping sessions occurred in October 2013, and March-July and September 2014. Each
trapping session was designed to consist of two nights of trap conditioning followed by
four consecutive trap nights. Trap conditioning involved setting out all traps two nights
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prior to the start of trapping, propping them open, and adding wool if nighttime
temperatures were expected to drop below 40°F. On the first day of trapping, all traps
were baited with a mixture of peanut butter and oats (Yunger 2002; Edalgo and Anderson
2007) and were rebaited each morning, during the process of checking all traps. Twice
trapping sessions were ended after two nights due to intense rain. Three times trapping
sessions were ended after three nights in an effort to reduce potential stress on the P.
leucopus population. In fair weather, the decision to end a trapping session after three
rather than four nights was predicated on the number of mice recaptured multiple times
during a session, and the overall condition of recaptured mice. When 80% of animals
assessed on a given morning were recaptures from that session, I stopped trapping. On a
given morning, if more than five mice had also been captured on the previous night, or
more than two mice had also been captured both of the previous two nights, the
likelihood of an individual mouse dying was considered large enough to end trapping.

I measured the hind foot, ear, tail, and body length (tip of rostrum to base of tail) of each
small mammal captured, and also recorded its weight. Each individual was also identified
to species, and its sex and reproductive condition were determined. Individuals were ear
tagged using uniquely numbered Monel 1 tags (National Band & Tag Co., Newport, Ky).
Trap placement and shrub number were also recorded for each capture. Small mammal
species captured in this study included white-footed mouse (Peromyscus leucopus),
short-tailed shrew (Blarina brevicauda), eastern chipmunk (Tamias striatus), and
southern flying squirrel (Glaucomys volans). Other mammals captured in Tomahawk
traps were released upon discovery each morning.
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Habitat Assessment
I placed 26 survey grids of 5 x 5 m so that a focal shrub was in the center grid square of
each (Appendix 1, Map 2). Vegetation assessment took place on 10 1 m2 ‘squares’ in
each survey grid. To select squares for assessment, I considered the 5 x 5 m grid as two
rings around a single central square. The inner ring consisted of 8 square meters and the
outer ring consisted of 16 square meters. I assessed vegetation on the central square, as
well as three squares randomly selected from the middle ring and six squares randomly
selected from the outer ring.

Vegetation on each selected square was assessed by first identifying all species present
on each square sampled, then counting number of individuals for each species. Each
species was ranked 1, 2, or 3 on a dominance scale. The most dominant plant, based on a
combination of size and cover, was ranked 1. Any plant species either tall enough or
present in enough numbers to be visible without manipulating any vegetation was ranked
2. Any plant species whose members were either small enough, or present in low enough
numbers, that manipulation of other vegetation was necessary to locate it was ranked 3.
Grasses and sedges were not identified to species but were grouped into common ‘grass’
or ‘sedge’ categories.

When analyzing vegetation I only considered tree seedlings and saplings no more than
1.5 meters tall, as they were not a part of the canopy. All trees present on the surveyed
squares were identified to species and their diameter at breast height (dbh) recorded.
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Once all data were collected for all plant species, plants were divided into functional
groups: forbs, grasses, sedges, vines, shrubs, and tree seedlings. All invasive species were
identified as such. Variables extracted for all sampled vegetation were also collected for
each functional group.

I created gridded maps of each 5 x 5 m plot to indicate location and size of all trees and
honeysuckle. I drew all logs, and snags to scale on these maps, as well as all woody
debris > 2 cm in diameter and > 1 m in length. I also created larger-scale maps that
depicted areas of CWD, logs, snags, trees, and honeysuckle within a 15 m radius around
each focal shrub.

I assessed leaf phenophase as budding, present, or absent for the focal shrub during each
trapping session. Any berries present on the focal shrub were counted, and the percentage
of green vs. red berries estimated. Color was quantified on a scale from 0-10, with 0= 0%
red, 100% green to 10= 100% red, 0% green. Percentages were estimated to the nearest
10% during the counting process.

Honeysuckle Assessment
I measured all adult and juvenile honeysuckle shrubs on the selected squares using the
same method as for the focal shrubs. Shrubs were categorized as adults if they formed a
part of the mid-level shrub canopy, had the majority of their stems growing outward
instead of upwards, and had canopy-directed stems that were well branched. Juvenile
shrubs were at least 60 cm in height and were usually multi-stemmed but had primary
stems directed toward the canopy, with relatively few stems growing outward (Deering
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and Vankat 1999). Juvenile shrubs can produce berries if in a high light environment, so
reproductive condition was not a measure of age class. Any honeysuckle shrubs less than
60 cm in height were categorized as seedlings during vegetative sampling and counted as
such, but not measured.

All values for the sampled honeysuckle around each focal shrub were averaged for each
measurement, producing means for adult and juvenile honeysuckle combined, as well as
separate means for adults and for juveniles. Adults and juveniles were separated to
evaluate their relative impact on the surrounding community. Adult honeysuckle shrubs
generally grow at lower densities than juveniles, with higher canopies and less ground
cover. Adults and juveniles were combined to test whether mice selected for overall
density of honeysuckle with distinction between age classes, or if the differences in each
age class made adults or juveniles more preferable.

Environmental Data
Weather data were gathered from The Weather Channel (2015) online archives to further
determine the effects of the weather on capture success. I collected data for the 24-hour
period preceding each capture day to represent the time of activity. Variables collected
included minimum, maximum, and mean temperature; dew point; precipitation; and %
moonlight.

Human Presence at Focal Shrubs
I quantified human presence (not including my own) on each focal shrub sampling grid
on a scale of 0 - 10. A score of 0 indicated an extremely small chance of human presence
and 10 indicated the presence of an encampment used for extended periods daily. Values
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8 - 10 were within 10 m, 5 m, and 2 m of a camp; 5 - 7 were within 10 m, 5 m, and 2 m
of the regularly used path; 2 - 4 were within 10 m, 5 m, and 2 m of an area where people
rarely occur; 1 was an area that may experience human presence although none was
witnessed in this study; and 0 was an area with no evidence of human visitors and a low
probability of human presence. I estimated levels of human presence based on trends
observed over 3.5 years of year-round research activity at this site, and observational data
gathered during the time of this study.

Statistical Analysis
Berry and Leaf Condition
I performed a chi-square analysis of berry and leaf condition versus capture location.
Combinations of berry and leaf status included: berries and leaves both absent (March
31-April 1 2014), berries absent and leaves present (May 13-14, June 12-14, July 23-25,
July 29-31 2014), and berries and leaves both present (October 1-4, 2013; September 2326 2014). Chi-square analyses were run using these three combinations of berry and leaf
presence/absence against numbers of arboreal and ground captures. Due to low numbers
of captures, I combined captures at the base of honeysuckle shrubs with captures 1 - 2.5
m away from a honeysuckle shrub into one category, ground captures.
Identification of Significant Habitat Factors
I used correlation tables to identify highly correlated explanatory variables for the
purpose of removing non-independent variables. When multiple non-independent
explanatory variables were significantly correlated with the each other, I selected for
retention the independent variable (IV) with the lower p-value score in relation to the
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dependent variable (DV). If both IV’s were significant at to the same level (i.e. < 0.05, <
0.01), then I kept the IV with the higher r2 correlation with the DV for further analysis.
Those variables left were entered into a Principal Component Analysis.

I identified those variables best able to explain the variation in my dependent variable
using Principal Components Analysis in SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistics v. 21.0). I also used
PCA to identify the relationship between variables through analysis of the component
axes. All selected variables were entered into the initial PCA, and variables with
communality under 0.500 were removed from the analysis (Novčić et al. 2012). A new
PCA was run with the reduced variables, and PCAs were run until no more variables fit
conditions for removal. I kept only component axes with eigenvalues >1 (Kaiser-Guttman
criterion; Jackson 1993).

Component scores for the four PCA axes were regressed against the two dependent
variables P. leucopus captures and shrub number using SPSS. Stepwise regression was
used to elucidate factors explaining variation in P. leucopus captures as a measure of
population distribution, and variation in small mammal species richness. A stepwise
regression was also used to determine what factor explained variation among sampled
shrubs. By determining if the factors controlling variation across sampled sites are the
same or different from the variables explaining population distribution and variation in
species richness, we can determine the relative importance of the independent variables.
If a variable that is significant to P. leucopus capture does not differ significantly
between shrubs, then that variable must have some increased importance.
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RESULTS
Capture and Vegetation Statistics
A total of 132 captures of 55 White-footed Mice occurred over 2,184 trap nights during
the course of this mark-recapture study. Thirty males and 25 females were captured, and
a total of 65 captures were included in the analysis. For individuals captured multiple
times during the same berry/leaf condition, I only kept the first capture for use in
analyses. Ten individuals were captured during two differing berry/leaf conditions, and
the first capture from each of the berry/leaf conditions was used. Capture numbers and
trap success varied by seasons, which were defined by leaf/berry phenology (Table 3).
The other small mammal species that were captured included five eastern chipmunks, one
southern flying squirrel, and seven short-tailed shrews. These species were not
considered in individual analyses due to the low capture numbers

A total of 41 different plant species were identified during this study, including eight
invasive species (four forbs, three vine species and one shrub species). The plant species
included 21 forb species, eight vine species, four shrub species, and eight tree species. All
grasses were grouped and all sedges were grouped.

Factor Characteristics
The final principle component analysis (PCA) revealed four axes with an eigenvalue > 1,
explaining 77.54 % of the variation. Urban variables invasive spp. richness (0.890) and
human presence (0.725) dominated the first factor, which explained 27.42 % of the
variation (Table 4). The second factor explained 19.64 % of the variation, and revealed
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an inverse relationship between tree abundance (0.782) and abundance of ground layer
vegetation (-0.866). An inverse relationship between honeysuckle seedling abundance
(0.867) and percent coverage of the honeysuckle canopy (0.707) dominated factor 3 as
well, which had 15.87% explanatory power. Factor 4 included predominantly CWD
abundance (0.907), supported by adult honeysuckle abundance (0.563), at 14.56%. The
eight variables identified as important across the four axes withal had component score
loading >0.500.

Honeysuckle Phenology and P. leucopus Captures
Mice were more likely to be captured in ground traps than in arboreal traps under all
phenological conditions, a pattern that was particularly marked when neither berries nor
leaves were present (χ2 = 35.85, p=< 0.001, df = 2; Table 3). Overall numbers of
captures suggested that mice may have been more active than expected when both leaves
and berries were present, and less active than expected when only leaves were present.

Table 3. Trapping Sessions based on presence/absence of berries and leaves. Represented
are relative trap success and (# captures) for each of the three trap locations, with ground
representing base + away. Each of the three sampled berry/leaf combinations is
represented; no trapping took place when berries were present and leaves were absent.

Berries

Leaves

Yes
No
No

yes
yes
No

χ-square
P-value

35.845
<0.001

Arboreal
Obs
Exp
11
12
11
17
1
3

Ground
Obs
Exp
14
12
15
17
13
3
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CWD and Urban Relevance
Regressing the four factors against shrub number revealed that variation across shrubs is
a result of predominantly urban factors human presence and invasive species richness
(factor 1, adjusted r2 = 0.30, p = 0.002, N = 26; Table 4). This result suggests a gradient
for these two variables from shrubs with low numbers near the trails to higher-numbered
shrubs nearer the opposite end of the park.

Peromyscus leucopus abundance was reliant on CWD abundance, and to a lesser extent
adult honeysuckle abundance (factor 4, adjusted r2 = 0.15, p = 0.028, N = 26; Table 5).
Human presence and invasive spp. abundance (factor 1, p=0.08) was marginally
significant in explaining distribution of white-footed mice.

Environmental Variables
Weather variables were analyzed using a PCA to reduce the number of explanatory
variables, followed by a stepwise regression to determine significance. These variables
were analyzed separately from other variables because they were recorded for each
sampling date and represented the entire study plot, in contrast to the other variables,
which were plot-based and covered multiple days. Of the initial seven weather-based
variables, correlation analysis revealed the four temperature-based variables were all
highly correlated, with dewpoint having the highest explanatory ability for both P.
leucopus captures and all small mammal captures. For P. leucopus captures, the PCA
analysis created one factor with dewpoint, total precipitation, and percent moonlight that
explained 52.46 % of the variance. The stepwise regression created a model using only
dewpoint (adjusted r2 = 0.27, p = 0.010, N = 21).
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TABLE 4. Four component factors from PCA analysis regressed against P. leucopus trap success. Factor 4 was the only significant
factor.

Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4

Number
Sq/Spp
-0.174
-0.866
0.083
-0.078

Number
Trees
-0.202
0.782
-0.024
-0.174

Number
Seedling HS
-0.192
0.028
0.867
0.134

Number
Sq w CWD
-0.198
-0.098
-0.057
0.907

HS
Canopy
-0.357
0.235
-0.707
0.253

Human
Presence
0.752
-0.048
-0.178
-0.101

Number
Number
Invasive spp Adult HS
0.890
0.692
0.010
0.037
0.113
0.232
-0.175
0.563
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TABLE 5. Stepwise Regression models using a) Shrub # and P. leucopus Captures as
dependent variables regressed against PCA component scores, and b) P. leucopus
captures regressed against weather data by sampling day.

a)
D. Variable
I. Variable
Shrub
Factor 1

Model
adjusted R2 SE

ANOVA
SS

F

P

0.301

6.396

480.564

11.746

0.002

P. leucopus captures
Factor 4
0.153

1.523

12.762

5.499

0.028

ANOVA
SS

F

P

35.866

8.239

0.010

b.)
D. Variable
Model
I. Variable
adjusted R2 SE
P. leucopus Captures
Dewpoint
0.266
2.086

DISCUSSION
On this site, Peromyscus leucopus stayed true to their general habitat preferences,
selecting for habitat that provided greater predator protection. White-footed mice greatly
preferred foraging on the ground when there was no Amur honeysuckle canopy cover,
selecting for areas with more coarse woody debris (CWD). Areas of higher relative CWD
provide protection from predators on the ground as well as foraging opportunities. They
also preferred areas with more adult honeysuckle; when canopy cover is present,
honeysuckle shrubs provide both foraging opportunities and movement pathways.
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When canopy cover was present, white-footed mice used the honeysuckle canopy nearly
as much as the ground, but this study showed no selective preference for the canopy
when berries were present. This indicates that P. leucopus is likely not actively seeking
out honeysuckle berries as a food source. Other attractive foraging options for P.
leucopus are present in the canopy, in the form of bird’s nests (Borgmann and Rodewald
2004). Nests in honeysuckle shrubs tend to be lower to the ground and more exposed to
predators (Schmidt and Whelan 1999; Schmidt et al. 2001; Borgmann and Rodewald
2004), and eggs and young chicks serve as a ready protein source. The increased stem
density from the shrubs would also provide greater access to trees for fruits and nuts, as
well as access to suspended CWD.

Arboreal movement through the shrub canopy would also likely help limit detection from
terrestrial predators such as the Northern raccoon Procyon lotor, who are in general too
large to easily climb into the canopy of all but the largest honeysuckle shrubs. The
canopy would also likely provide a more constant enshrouding to limit sight detection as
well. White-footed mice have demonstrated a propensity to use shrub and tree canopy for
movement especially on floodplains (Batlzi 1977). Twin Parks floods regularly, and
although the majority of shrubs are not inundated, they do provide a high degree of
connectivity along the edges and into floodplain trees.

Inherently ‘Urban’ versus ‘Natural’ Factors
This study revealed that two of the three factors explaining variation in trap success
across the sampled shrubs were inherently urban; human presence, and invasive species
richness. These two factors also go hand in hand, as it is likely that disturbance resulting
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from human presence helps invasive species establish, and creates the habitat used by
birds and other seed dispersers that introduce and help spread the exotic species. Adult
honeysuckle abundance was highest in those areas experiencing intermediate levels of
human presence, with more juveniles in areas of greater presence, and fewer, more
mature, adult honeysuckle in those areas with little to no human presence.

White-footed mice were trapped more often in areas with greater CWD abundance and
higher adult honeysuckle abundance. This pattern of habitat use, favoring areas with
more CWD and adult honeysuckle, is consistent with the documented behavior of whitefooted mice (Fauteux et al. 2012; Kellner and Swihart 2014). Peromyscus leucopus also
avoided those areas with greater invasive species richness and human presence Edalgo et
al. (2009) found that P. leucopus appear to avoid areas with higher invasive species
richness, which probably played a larger role than the presence of humans. White-footed
mice generally chose to move through areas with high structural complexity, and this is
provided by the CWD present around all shrubs as well as the shrub canopy. Whitefooted mice also have shown a proclivity for avoiding areas with more dense herbaceous
vegetation (Pearson et al. 2001; Edalgo et al. 2009), and the presence of unknown exotic
species in the ground layer may enhance this effect (Edalgo et al. 2009).

White-footed mice are strong habitat generalists and readily use the honeysuckledominated features of this park; however, they also tend to avoid those more heavily
disturbed and invaded areas. The honeysuckle enters into both parts of this dynamic, as
they provide an important structural component and simultaneously are a dominant
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invasive species that may preclude other species from an area. It is the increasing
abundance of invasive species in the ground layer that seems to affect white-footed mice,
likely a result of potential forage becoming more unfamiliar. Amur honeysuckle shrubs
are only one species, even if highly dominant, and with the exception of seedlings are not
part of the ground layer. The benefits provided by the honeysuckle shrub canopy, along
with the majority concentration of CWD occurring under the canopy, seem to outweigh
the distrust white-footed mice display for areas with a high percentage of invasive
species.

Environmental Factors
The only environmental variable that stood out as important for white-footed mice was
dewpoint: captures tended to increase when dewpoint was lower. A lower dewpoint
generally indicates lower humidity and/or lower air temperatures. Both of these factors
can help explain the increase in captures. Dewpoints were lowest during March and
April, when the abundance of resources in the environment was relatively low. Whitefooted mice would be more likely to take advantage of the food resources in the traps
during these conditions. Through the summer and fall, a lower dewpoint would indicate
lower humidity, which decreases thermoregulatory costs. If individuals are able to more
easily regulate their body temperature, they will tend to move more widely and be more
likely to encounter a trap.

Management Implications
Urban ecosystems are known for the high level of exotic and invasive species present in
the remaining green spaces. If hardy generalist species like P. leucopus select away from
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habitats with higher invasive species diversity, this may suggest at least an increased
stress or at most a selection away from certain types of habitats, where a high percentage
of the community is invasive species. This trend supports restoration practices designed
to minimize or eliminate invasive plants while simultaneously promoting native species.
By encouraging native plant communities in urban areas, we can help ensure populations
of small mammals are fully using the habitat.

The shrub honeysuckle itself was also of interest in this study, as P. leucopus does appear
to use the shrub canopy, and in general selected for areas of more adult shrubs. This
preference for honeysuckle shows this shrub can fulfill some habitat requirements of P.
leucopus, primarily through the dense shrub canopy. Although Amur honeysuckle is just
one species, it is a dominant invasive shrub that tends to have more invasive plants
growing under it. White-footed mice selectively chose the best habitat under the canopy
based on the presence of native species and CWD, but if no invasive plants were present,
perhaps the other small mammal species that were in so low an abundance might have
larger, more stable populations. Removal of this shrub does not seem to have any major
long-term implications for P. leucopus populations (Shields et al. 2014), but the effect of
such a large scale disturbance event on the other species present would need further
analysis.

Conclusions and future directions
This study revealed important microhabitat preferences of white-footed mice in the Amur
honeysuckle patch. The mice maintain an apparent preference for CWD while also using
the honeysuckle canopy as cover. Further study into canopy foraging by this small
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mammal may help determine the role of white-footed mice in songbird egg predation,
and answer questions about available and utilized canopy resources. This study also
pointed toward a potential intolerance by white-footed mice of increasing invasive
species abundance as well, which bears further research and study. A potential threshold
intolerance or gradient of avoidance for such a strong habitat generalist as P. leucopus
suggests most other small mammal species would also likely be affected. The
relationship between the overall abundance of ground layer vegetation in relation to
invasive species abundance would also be an important factor to determine.
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CHAPTER 3
MOONLIGHT AND HABITAT TYPE AFFECT PERCEIVED
PREDATION RISK IN WHITE-FOOTED MICE
(PEROMYSCUS LEUCOPUS)

INTRODUCTION
Increased predation risk ranks as one of the largest costs associated with foraging in small
mammals (Brown and Kotler 2004; Preisser et al. 2005; Creel and Christianson 2008).
One common metric used to assess individuals’ perception of predation risk is giving up
density (Brown 1988; Brown 1992). Giving-up density (GUD), which is the density of
resources remaining when a forager leaves a patch, provides a measure of relative
foraging cost as assessed by the forager. The marginal value theorem (Schoener 1971;
Charnov 1976) predicts that as the pool of available resources in a patch diminishes, the
value of continuing to forage in the patch diminishes as well (Schmidt et al. 1998;
Schmidt 2000). Thus, a higher GUD at a given patch suggests that the perceived cost of
foraging there is also high.

Giving-up density is affected by abundance of resource patches, metabolic cost of
foraging, relative patch yield, and factors that alter the risk of predation. In general,
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foragers have lower GUDs when patches are scarce, environmental conditions exert a
lower metabolic cost, the available resource provides a relatively high per-unit gain, and
perceived predation risk is low (Bedoya-Perez et al. 2013). For small mammals, the
presence of microhabitat features such as canopy cover, woody debris, and vegetative
cover provides greater protection from predators and lowers the risk of detection (Adler
and Wilson 1987; Brown et al. 1988; Greenberg 2002; Bakker 2006; Hodson et al. 2010).
These features also influence foraging behavior, resulting in lower GUDs (Planz and
Kirkland 1992; Orrock et al. 2004; Wolf and Batzli 2004; Mattos and Orrock 2010;
Hinkelman et al. 2012).

Similarly, light levels affect predation risk, and as a result foragers alter GUD depending
on cloud cover (Orrock and Danielson 2009; Dutra et al. 2011) and lunar cycles (Zollner
and Lima 1999; Mattos and Orrock 2010). Foraging activity levels tend to increase and
selection for ground or canopy cover can relax when cloud cover is greater (Kotler et al.
1993; Mattos and Orrock 2010) and moon illumination is less (Bowers 1990; Brillhart
and Kaufman 1991), resulting in lower GUDs in riskier habitats. Alterations to
environmental cues such as light level and cover can impose a greater effect on foraging
behavior and predation threat perception than direct predation cues (Kotler et al. 1994;
Orrock et al. 2004; Orrock and Danielson 2009).

This study examines factors that affect giving-up density in the white-footed mouse
Peromyscus leucopus (Rafinesque 1818) in an urban park. Peromyscus leucopus is a
generalist species (Batzli 1977; Adler and Wilson 1987; Brannon 2005) that readily
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tolerates habitat disturbance (Adler and Wilson 1987) and thus often persists in urban
landscapes (Barko et al. 2003; Jones and Lindquist 2012; Munshi-South 2012). Whitefooted mice can alter foraging behavior and habitat selection in response to habitat or
patch-level changes in the vegetative community and structure (Mattos and Orrock 2010;
Kellner and Swihart 2014). Peromyscus leucopus makes a good target species due to the
large body of knowledge regarding habitat selection (Drickamer 1990; Bellows et al.
2001; Brannon 2005), demography (Adler and Wilson 1987; Eagan et al. 2011), foraging
behavior (Bowers and Dooley 1993; Fanson 2010), diet (Whittaker 1966; Rose et al.
2014), path selection (Barnum et al. 1992; McMillan and Kaufman 1995), and urban
ecology (Barko et al. 2003; Chupp et al. 2013). White-footed mice are also a common
focal species for GUD studies (Bowers and Dooley 1993; Schmidt and Ostfeld 2003;
Shaner et al. 2007).

The effect of the urban environment on predation risk assessment is not well known in
small mammals (but see Harmon et al. 2005; van der Merwe et al. 2007; Lemaître et al.
2010). However, several features of urban habitats are likely to affect GUD. For example,
in cities, habitats are often highly altered and experience loss of many native species
(Hobbs 1988; Jenerette and Wu 2001; Pennington et al. 2010). Urban plant communities
are heavily altered by invasive plant species (Godefroid 2001; Loeb 2006; Chytry et al.
2008) that change the abundance, distribution, and kind of both coarse woody debris and
food resources. These and other changes likely affect small-mammal behavior, in ways
we are just beginning to understand (Crooks 2002; Dutra et al 2011; Johnson and De
Leon 2015). Predator abundance and diversity are also altered in urban ecosystems
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(Hoffmann and Gottschang 1977; Smith and Engeman 2002; Bateman and Fleming
2012). While urban ecosystems in general are considered to experience an overall
decrease in predators (Crooks 2002; Shochat et al. 2010; Pickett et al. 2011), some few
mammalian predators have learned to use the urban matrix and fragments therein (Pickett
et al. 2011; Bateman and Fleming 2012) and may reach much higher densities than in
non-urban habitats (Hoffmann and Gottschang 1977; Smith and Engeman 2002; Bateman
2012). Finally, abiotic impacts of urbanization, such as ecological light pollution
(Longcore and Rich 2004) and the urban heat island effect (Oke 1982), likely also affect
white-footed mouse behavior.

This study also examines the potential role of the invasive shrub Amur honeysuckle
(Lonicera maackii; Rupr. Maxim.) in mediating anti-predator behavior. Lonicera
maackii suppresses the vegetative community in which it establishes (Collier et al. 2002;
Gorchov and Trisel 2003; Miller and Gorchov 2004; McEwan et al. 2010), and its canopy
dominates the shrub layer (Hartman and McCarthy 2008). Mattos and Orrock (2010) and
Dutra et al. (2011) worked in the same wildlife conservation forest to show that P.
leucopus preferentially foraged under L. maackii canopy as a response to potential
predators. The effect this shrub would have on white-footed mice in a more heavily
disturbed urban park is not known.

In this study, I investigated how the presence of L. maackii and coarse woody debris
(CWD; defined as sticks and dead woody vines > 4 cm in diameter and > 1 m in length,
tree snags, and fallen logs) affected GUD in white-footed mice. I also assessed the effect
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of environmental variables, including temperature, humidity, cloud cover, and moonlight,
on GUD. I predicted white-footed mice would forage to lower GUDs in areas of greater
cover from Amur honeysuckle, and in the presence of cover in the form of CWD. I
predicted white-footed mice would forage to lower densities when moon illumination is
least, but that this effect would be less pronounced under the honeysuckle canopy.

METHODS
Study site
The study took place in 2014 in Louisville, Kentucky in Twin Parks (38°16’51.88”N,
85°41’29.46”W), a 15.6 ha urban park that receives little to no city maintenance (e.g.
mowing, tree trimming, brush clearing etc.). The habitat is bottomland floodplain forest
of ash-maple (Fraxinus-Acer) composition. Lonicera maackii dominates the understory
in this park, except in two small floodplains that preclude L. maackii spreading over the
entire area (Predick and Turner 2008). Severe wind and ice storms in 2008 and 2009
created abundant coarse woody debris and snags within the park. Sampling took place
over four trial periods, which were June 16 - 18, July 15 - 17, September 12 - 16, and
October 30 - November 3. The moon was in the waning gibbous phase for dates sampled
in June, July, and September (between 46% and 87% full), but in waxing gibbous phase
for the dates in October-November (between 43% and 85% full).

This experiment used 18 stations, with six replicate stations sampled in each of three
habitat types. Each station included two containers for GUD assessment, one with CWD
present and one with CWD absent, for an overall total of 36 containers. Stations were
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placed 12 to 15 m apart from each other, and the two containers at each station were 1.0
to 2.5 m apart. The three habitat types included interior, (i.e., within a honeysuckle patch
and >15 m from its edge); edge, (the margin of the honeysuckle patch); and open (>10 m
from the edge of the honeysuckle patch and outside the patch on the flood plain). All
containers in the interior and edge of the honeysuckle patch were directly under
honeysuckle shrub canopy cover. All containers along the open flood plain had tree cover
but no shrub cover. Those containers with CWD present were placed within naturally
occurring coarse woody debris, and were covered on at least two sides and the top by
sticks > 1 m long and > 2.5 cm in diameter.

I used six replicates for each of the six possible combinations of habitat and cover to
evaluate any habitat effects on risk-aversive behavior. The microhabitat available for
selection within each of the three habitat types, aside from CWD presence or absence,
was assumed to be relatively consistent. Based on this assumption, variation in GUD for
the six containers within a particular combination of habitat and CWD cover can be
directly attributed to differences in predator risk perception within that microhabitat
rather than potential differences in foraging cost (Brown 1988). The same concept holds
true for sampling across multiple temporal variables. Variation across sampling nights for
the six containers within a particular combination of habitat and CWD cover can be
attributed to differences in the perception of risk across the range of days sampled, rather
than differences in the habitat.
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Habitat assessment for each of the 36 containers took place within a 2 x 2 m area with the
container at the center. Vegetation density was categorized as sparse, medium, or dense,
and vegetation height as ground-hugging, medium, or tall. Coarse woody debris was only
present for covered containers, and all CWD areas were selected from naturally occurring
debris areas (Orrock and Danielson 2009). Exact volumetric quantification of coarse
woody debris was not necessary, as this study evaluated the difference in
presence/absence of CWD, and not variation within CWD preference based on relative
quantities (Barko et al. 2003). On the habitat assessment plots, I recorded the presence of
all honeysuckle shrubs with dbh (diameter at breast height) > 2.5 cm and trees with dbh >
10 cm. The presence of large logs (diameter > 35 cm) was separated from CWD and
recorded. Measurements of microhabitat allow comparison within habitat types to
confirm the degree of continuity across stations.

Weather data were gathered for each sampling day, and included the following variables:
mean temperature, % humidity, cloud cover, and % moon disk illuminated. Weather data
were gathered from online archives available through The Weather Channel (2015) for
the zip code 40207 which includes Twin Parks. Percent moon illuminated and moon
phase data were collected from tables on the website Lunar Calendar
(lunaf.com/english/moon-phases).

Measuring Giving-up Density
Each of the 36 containers consisted of a transparent 6-quart plastic box (35.5 cm L x 20
cm W x 13 cm H) with a translucent, locking plastic lid. Two 2.5 cm holes were cut into
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each side of the longest container axis, approximately 2 cm from one end and 4 cm up
from the bottom. This size of hole excluded eastern chipmunks (Tamias striatus), while
allowing access by white-footed mice. Twenty ounces of sand were placed in each
container and evenly distributed on the bottom to a depth of about 3.5 cm. I used
sunflower seeds as bait for the GUD containers. Three days prior to placement in the
field, 6 g of sunflower seeds were weighed for each container. In the field, the sunflower
seeds were mixed into the sand in each container by hand. The seeds were concentrated
at the end of the container away from the holes so that mice would fully traverse the
container to reach the food. Consequently, the presence of tracks in the sand allowed for
verification of foraging and identification of foragers.

Containers were set out in mid-afternoon and sampled between 13:45 hrs and 15:00 hrs
each subsequent day for up to five days. All GUD sessions were run when the moon was
35 – 85 % full. Each container was placed in the designated treatment location with the
lid locked and left for 24 hours. After 24 hours, sunflower seeds were removed from the
sand using a hand-sieve with 1 mm mesh. A new 6.00 g sample of sunflower seeds was
then added to the sand for the next day’s trial. All material remaining in the sieve was
placed in a labeled plastic bag for further processing. All sand was sifted immediately
before and after each trial to ensure sand grains would not be caught in the sieve.
Similarly, all sunflower seeds were sifted immediately prior to weighing so no piece
would be small enough to fall through the sieve.
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Once a trial was complete, all sunflower seeds sifted from the containers were carefully
hand-sorted to remove any clumped sand or fecal material, and then carefully weighed to
obtain the remaining mass. Although there was no rainfall during the sampling periods,
high humidity caused cohesion within the majority of the sand on some days. If the sand
had accumulated enough moisture to clump prior to the sifting of the sunflower seeds,
each of the 36 seed samples collected for that day were put into test tubes and placed in a
low-temperature (38 °C) drying oven for six hours to reduce excess moisture. Six hours
of drying generally was sufficient to remove excess moisture absorbed by the seeds in the
field, which would otherwise have influenced GUD. To ensure that the moisture content
of the dried seeds was consistent with moisture content prior to placement, six control
seed samples were dried along with each set of 36 container seed samples. The control
seeds were weighed out to exactly 6.00 g from the standard seed stock used to fill premeasured bags, and reweighed after drying to assess water content lost. The control seed
samples never lost more than 0.01 g during the six hour drying period. This research was
approved by the University of Louisville Animal Care and Use Committee (proposal
#13094) and followed the guidelines of the American Society of Mammalogists (Sikes et
al. 2011).

Statistical Analysis
Habitat variables were compared among treatments using analysis of variance. Cover
treatments were analyzed separately because both a cover and no-cover container were
present at each station and thus had overlapping habitat data. No coarse woody debris
was present for any no-cover container, but all cover containers had a CWD habitat
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variable. Analyses were conducted with R (R Core Team 2015) or SPSS (IBM SPSS
version 21).

GUD was evaluated using a linear mixed-effects model with repeated measures. The
fixed-effects explanatory variables were habitat and cover, with day as the repeated
measure. Moon illumination, mean temperature, humidity, and cloud cover were included
as covariates, and station was included as a random effect. This model used maximum
likelihood ratio tests to calculate the significance of each effect and interactions. The
Kenward-Rogers method was used to calculate denominator degrees of freedom. The
analysis started with a full model, including five-way interactions, and interactions were
removed in subsequent iterations if they were not significant at p < 0.15 (Mattos and
Orrock 2010). The linear mixed effects model used R packages ‘lmerTest’ (Kuznetsova
et al. 2015), ‘lme4’ (Bates et al. 2015), and ‘pbkrtest’ (Halekoh and Højsgaard 2014).

RESULTS
I collected 576 samples over 16 days at this site. However, on the nights of July 16th and
November 1st containers experienced heavy disturbance from raccoons (Procyon lotor),
and accordingly GUDs for all stations on those nights were not included in the analysis,
leaving a total of 504 samples. All containers were visited by small mammals each night,
as indicated by tracks and disturbance of the seeds. None of the habitat variables differed
among stations within each cover treatment (Table 6a) and thus they were not included in
further analyses. However, all three weather variables, relative humidity (p = 0.001),
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mean temperature (p < 0.0001), and cloud cover (p = 0.0001), as well as % moon
illuminated (p < 0.0001), varied significantly over the 14 days sampled at this site (Figure
1, Table 6b).
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FIGURE 1. Variation in percent humidity, mean temperature, percent moon visible, and percent cloud cover over the sampled days.

Table 6. ANOVAs for a) microhabitat variables; treatments cover and no cover split, df =
17 and b) temporal weather variables. Df = 1

A) Microhabitat variables
SS

F

P

No Cover
Veg height
Veg density
Honeysuckle
Tree
Log

22.278
22.278
1.278
3.111
2.500

0.153
0.785
0.870
0.278
1.154

0.860
0.474
0.439
0.761
0.342

Cover
CWD
Veg height
Veg density
Honeysuckle
Tree
Log

8.500
22.278
14.500
4.444
4.000
4.000

1.395
0.153
0.176
1.591
2.500
0.682

0.278
0.860
0.840
0.236
0.116
0.521

B) Temporal
SS
F
% Moon visible 465.5
30.246
% Humidity
165.6
10.356
Mean temp
6,925.1 2,748.300
% Cloud cover 1,481.5
110.860

P
<<0.0001
0.001
<<0.0001
<<0.0001

Assessment of GUD
White-footed mice had the lowest GUDs under the honeysuckle canopy and CWD cover,
and they had the highest GUDs at containers with no cover in the edge and open habitats
(Figure 2). There was significant difference in GUDs across the sampled days (F9,488 =
3.92, p = 0.0001; Table 7), with the highest GUD’s in June and the greatest variation
between treatments in October (Figure 2).The interactions between day and habitat, day
and cover, or day and the other covariates were not significant. The interactions humidity
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x habitat (F1,486 = 5.10, p = 0.024) and humidity x cover (F1,473 = 5.60, p = 0.018) were
both significant, as was the three-way interaction among mean temperature x habitat x
cover (F1,459 = 6.05, P = 0.014). The three-way interaction among percent moon
illuminated x habitat x cover was marginally significant (F1,458 = 3.05, P = 0.08).
Table 7. Mixed models effects table examining factors effecting GUD in Peromyscus
leucopus. Fixed effects are habitat type, cover presence, day, percent moonlight, percent
relative humidity, mean temperature, and cloud cover. Habitat and cover were considered
main effects and the rest treated as covariates. Station was a random variable. Only
interactions with p < 0.25 are present. **** < 0.001, *** < 0.005, ** < 0.01, *< 0.05, ·
<0.1, df = 503

Effect
Temporal
Habitat
Cover
Humidity
Temp
Moonlight
Cloud
Day
Habitat x Humidity
Habitat x Temp
Cover x Humidity
Habitat x Cover x
Temp
Habitat x Cover x
Moonlight

Df

F

1,502
1,501
1,500
1,499
1,498
1,497
9,488
1,486
1,485
1,473
1,459

18.86
7.10
10.87
1.35
0.98
1.88
3.92
5.10
7.39
5.60
6.05

1,458

3.05

P
<0.0001****
0.008 **
0.001 ***
0.25
0.323
0.172
0.0001****
0.024
*
0.007 **
0.018
*
0.014
*
0.08
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of giving-up densities between habitat types and cover. Giving-up density represents grams of sunflower
seed remaining. Means+/- 1 SE are shown

DISCUSSION
Following my first hypothesis, results of this study indicate that white-footed mice
foraged to lower densities in the presence of Amur honeysuckle and CWD. This behavior
is consistent with patterns of habitat use in both non-urban (Drickamer 1990; Greenberg
2002) and urban (Jones and Lindquist 2012; Chupp et al. 2013) sites. Mice at this site
selected for those areas providing greater overhead protection from predators, in the form
of the shrub canopy and CWD, supporting previous studies of small mammals in more
natural habitats (Adler and Wilson 1987; Brown et al. 1988; Greenberg 2002; Bakker
2006; Hodson et al. 2010).

However, the response of white-footed mice to abiotic factors showed their foraging
behavior has shifted in subtle and complex ways. All four environmental factors varied
significantly and influenced the foraging behavior of white-footed mice. The lack of
significance at the microhabitat level, accompanied by the significance of environmental
factors, shows that macrohabitat factors are primarily influencing patterns in foraging
effort (Bellows et al. 2001). Finer-scale microhabitat factors such as CWD, an important
component of predator avoidance behavior (Wolf and Batzli 2004), shaped distributions
within the preferred macrohabitat types.

This study showed that the interaction of humidity x cover and humidity x habitat
significantly affected white-footed mouse foraging activity. While the interaction
between these factors shows that no one factor by itself regulated GUD, the factors of
CWD cover and habitat type present relatively obvious discussion. The nature of these
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two factors also presents relatively clear interpretation of their influence. It is the third
variable included, humidity, which warrants deeper investigation to determine how it can
interact with habitat and cover to influence GUD.

Increased humidity can increase metabolic costs (Kotler et al. 1993), potentially reducing
foraging effort in small mammals. Higher metabolic costs would likely cause whitefooted mice to select for habitat where they feel more secure and can obtain a higher
yield from each patch. This increased cost would lead to mice increasing selection for
CWD and shrub cover. Humidity also affects olfaction, as higher humidity increases
volatility and makes detection of some foods easier, which may to some degree
counteract the higher metabolic costs (Kotler et al. 1993; Wall 2003). As costs associated
with foraging increase, we would expect mice to increase risk-aversive behaviors, placing
more emphasis on foraging in those areas that provide the greatest protection from
predation. This effect of humidity helps explain the interaction with cover and habitat.
When humidity increased, GUD’s were higher in the open, with the least variation under
the honeysuckle canopy and with CWD cover.

In this study temperature interacted with habitat and CWD cover to influence giving-up
densities across treatments. As with humidity, the ability of cover and habitat factors to
influence GUD is relatively straightforward, as we would expect for CWD and shrub
canopy to be selected for. It is the inclusion of temperature as a coregulatory factor that
must be reflected upon. The ability of temperature to increase metabolic costs (Fanson
2010) was likely mediated by honeysuckle, through maintenance of lower temperatures
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under the canopy. This would reduce thermoregulatory costs, making habitat with greater
cover more desirable in higher temperatures. This cooling effect also potentially affected
CWD cover, as CWD provides some element of shade in habitats with less canopy cover.
GUD varied to a greater degree between cover and no-cover treatments in the edge and
open habitats relative to the interior of the honeysuckle patch as temperatures increased.
While white-footed mice are primarily active between dusk and dawn when temperatures
are lower, the urban heat island effect reduces heat dissipation and increases nighttime
temperatures (Oke 1982; Deichsel 2006).

My second hypothesis was not supported by the results, in that moonlight did not affect
GUD even though it varied significantly across sampled days. Moonlight generally plays
an important role in anti-predator behavior and is an indirect indicator of predation risk
known to affect P. leucopus both in non-urban habitats (Zollner and Lima 1999; Mattos
and Orrock 2010; Prugh and Golden 2014) and in areas with L. maackii (Mattos and
Orrock 2010). The interaction between moonlight, habitat, and cover was marginally
significant, and likely reflects the variation in illumination reaching the ground through
the varying levels of honeysuckle canopy and CWD cover across the six treatments. This
filtering effect likely explains variation in degree of response in terms of foraging effort
and GUD, with the highest densities in the open, and the greatest variation across
treatments occurring when more of the moon was visible.

Moonlight’s lack of significance is surprising, as moonlight is well-known to affect
foraging behavior (Prugh and Golden 2014). While this study showed moonlight to only
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have a marginal effect as an interaction, moonlight and honeysuckle canopy have
interacted to significantly alter GUD and anti-predator behavior in a non-urban
environment (Mattos and Orrock 2010). Understanding what factors may have
diminished the role of moonlight can reveal important clues about foraging behavior in
the urban environment. While we cannot determine which, if any, factor played a role in
this study due to the nature of the interaction and lack of data, it creates an avenue for
future research.

The first factor that could have reduced the response to moonlight, and created a more
even response across habitat and cover types, is a reduced predator presence. However,
northern raccoons (Eagan et al. 2011) and domestic cats (Baker et al. 2005; BricknerBraun et al. 2007; Krauze Gryz et al. 2012) were observed during this study, and both
species can reach high densities and thus are potentially important predators of small
mammals in urban areas (Hoffmann and Gottschang 1977; Smith and Engeman 2002;
Finkler et al. 2011). The second factor is ecological light pollution, a greater degree of
direct and background illumination in urban zones at night due to artificial lighting
(Longcore and Rich 2004). The increase in illumination of urban areas affects bat
foraging and flight behavior (Stone et al. 2009; Polak et al. 2011; Lewanzik and Voigt
2014), alters foraging behavior in crepuscular species, and can increase activity times for
diurnal species (Longcore and Rich 2004; Kempenaers et al. 2010; Stracey et al. 2014).
The potential for any light pollution to be diminished under the honeysuckle canopy is
not as great as with moonlight, due to a greatly decreased angle of incidence and the
more diffuse nature of light pollution. Finally, the relatively small variation in moonlight
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sampled here may not have presented enough difference in illumination to elicit a
significant response from the white-footed mouse population. While the variation in
percent moon illuminated was highly significant over the nights sampled, the moon phase
sample is relatively homogenous and may not have affected mice as greatly as a full lunar
cycle would.

Data on cloud cover also supported the idea that natural light has a reduced role in
determining small mammal foraging patterns in urban areas. As is the case with
moonlight, cloud cover is known to influence small mammal foraging behavior in natural
areas, with small mammals in general (Kotler et al. 1993) and Peromyscus leucopus in
particular (Orrock et al. 2004) having lower GUDs when cloud cover is high. However,
although cloud cover varied significantly over the course of this study, it did not have a
significant independent effect on GUD, cloud cover and moonlight did not have a
significant interaction effect, nor did cloud cover interact with any other variable. This
indicates a possible reduction in its importance for anti-predator risk assessment. In
natural areas, the degree of cloud cover affects the amount of moonlight that reaches the
ground, mitigating the influence of moonlight. Urban areas in general are brighter than
neighboring non-urban areas, and in urban areas, cloud cover that would block moonlight
can increase illumination by reflecting artificial light back to the ground (Kyba et al.
2011).
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CONCLUSION
This study demonstrated that Peromyscus leucopus is a strong habitat generalist, able to
persist in this urban park through modification of behavior. White-footed mice appeared
to readily adjust habitat preferences and foraging activity around the best available
options presented. The dominance of Amur honeysuckle may be partly responsible for
the low small mammal species diversity, but P. leucopus was able to use this shrub
effectively.

Peromyscus leucopus displayed a high degree of variation in habitat selection at the
macrohabitat scale, while primarily selecting for habitat under the honeysuckle
midcanopy layer. This raised questions as to what kinds of habitat were under the canopy,
and how these habitats were being used. This study determined white-footed mice used
the CWD under the canopy as their primary habitat choice, selecting for areas with higher
abundances of CWD. White-footed mice also used the honeysuckle canopy as a likely
movement corridor and potential foraging area when in leaf.

Practical Implications
While this study only used one research site, the type of park chosen is not uncommon.
Forested parks are prevalent throughout the eastern United States of America, and Amur
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honeysuckle is invasive in 23 states (Hutchinson and Vankat 1998). Perhaps the most
unique aspect of Twin Parks in relation to others is the floodplain, but most of the critical
information came from within the honeysuckle patch. The findings of this study likely
apply to other urban forest parks or even non-urban forest habitats experiencing a high
level of Amur honeysuckle invasion.

White-footed mice do appear to use Amur honeysuckle, as seen in non-urban settings
(Mattos and Orrock 2010; Dutra et al. 2011; Shields et al. 2014). The dense shrub canopy
provides cover from predators and the high canopy connectivity creates movement and
foraging options. The benefits provided by the honeysuckle appear to outweigh the
negative impacts, namely the suppression of vegetative diversity under the honeysuckle
canopy. A contributing factor in this equation is the prevalence of CWD, the favored
microhabitat option, under the honeysuckle canopy. This preferences for CWD agrees
with other studies of white-footed mice in highly disturbed non-urban habitats
(Greenberg 2002; Kellner and Swihart 2014), but disagrees with a study of P. leucopus in
another urban forest (Jones and Lindquist 2012).

Future Efforts
The results of these experiments suggest multiple avenues for future research efforts. The
primary task should likely be to expand this study into multiple parks and habitat types to
confirm the applicability of the results. Microhabitat selection by a strong generalist
species will conform to the available resources, providing a clear picture of the key
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elements in assessed habitats. Further study in new areas will also provide more insight
into the reduction of the small mammal community. Understanding the role of Amur
honeysuckle in regulating both the plant community and the small mammal community
will help us better understand the effects of large-scale removals, and the chances for
recolonization. Human presence had little impact on white-footed mice in this area, but it
was also little-used. Quantifying response to human activity in similar areas that contain
more widespread and managed trails can also determine at what level human presence
becomes a factor.

The major urban factor that possessed the greatest posibility of an ecosystem-level impact
was ecological light pollution. While not fully supported in this study, the suggestion that
light pollution can mitigate the impact of moonlight and cloud cover on nocturnal
foraging has strong repercussions for urban foraging behavior. Further studies should
examine small mammal responses to urban luminance in greater detail. Such studies
should directly measure luminance and compare foraging behavior at urban and rural or
natural areas. Future research should also test for the effects of moonlight across all moon
phases, and investigate the effects of cloud cover, including clouds at different altitudes
in order to examine differences in light reflection with cloud altitude. Understanding the
relative impact of the microclimate effect in relation to variation in illumination at ground
level is another area for future study and an important next step for understanding the
behavior of P. leucopus and other small mammals in urban habitats.
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Appendix 1 – Maps of Twin Parks

Map 1 a) Twin Parks schematic: Upper textured band represents the primary flood
channel. The lower set of textured bands represents the secondary flood channel and
accompanying flood plain. Gridded areas represent the location of the two plots. Lines
represent paths used by the general populace. The large shaded area represents the area
covered by honeysuckle; not a consistent density. b) one subplot layout showing nine
microplots, as well as trap locations. Circles represent Sherman traps. Tight gridded
rectangles represent squirrel-sized Tomahawk traps; this pattern rotates 180 degrees for
each of the 4 subplots in a clockwise direction. Loose gridded square represents raccoonsized tomahawk trap
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Map 2 - a) Twin Parks schematic: Upper textured band represents the primary flood
channel. The lower set of textured bands represents the secondary flood channel
and accompanying flood plain. X-es represent the location of 26 shrubs used in
the study. Lines represent paths used by the general populace. The large shaded
area represents the area covered by honeysuckle; not a consistent density.
b) Gridded layout for each of the 26 shrubs. All traps were located on the grid,
and the vegetative survey used this grid for the random sample.
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Appendix 2 - Plant Species Identified on Twin Parks
‘FG’ represents the functional group for each species. All grass species and all sedge
species were grouped in a ‘grasses’ and a ‘sedges’ value. Number of squares is out of
1,440 individual 1m2 sampling squares used in the vegetative survey. Number of micros
is out of 72 total microplots surveyed.
#
#
COMMON NAME
GENUS
SPECIES
FG squaresquadrats
Christmas Fern
Polystichum
acrostichoides
F
4
3
Grasses
Bottlebrush Grass
Tall Fescue
Japanese Stilt Grass
Woodland Bluegrass
unknown grass 1
unknown grass 2
Forbs
unknown plant 6
White Snakeroot
Garlic Mustard
Wild Onion
Goatsbeard
Wild Ginger
unknown plant 8
Unknown Plant 4
unknown plant 7
Devil's Beggartick
False Nettle
Lambsquarters
Philadelphia Fleabane
Cleavers
White Avens
Spring Avens
Orange Jewelweed
Wild Lettuce
Purple Deadnettle
Wood Nettle
American Bugleweed

Elymus
Festuca
Microstegium
Poa

Acanthaceae
Ageratina
Alliaria
Allium
Aruncus
Asarum
Asteraceae
Asteraceae
Balsaminaceae
Bidens
Boehmeria
Chenopodium
Erigeron
Galium
Geum
Geum
Impatiens
Lactuca
Lamium
Laportia
Lycopus

hystrix
arundinacea
vimineum
sylvestris

altissima
petiolata
crispum
dioicus
canadense

Impatiens
frondosa
cylindrica
album
philadelphicus
aparine
canadense
vernum
capensis
virosa
purpureum
canadensis
americanus
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G
G
G
G
G
G
G

223
29
1
1
1
6
2

44
12
1
1
1
3
2

F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

9
22
140
5
1
3
136
87
1
176
205
1
1
2
300
317
365
7
1
27
3

2
9
35
4
1
3
40
24
1
40
41
1
1
2
60
63
11
5
1
12
2

COMMON NAME
Virginia Bugleweed
Fringed Loosestrife
Moneywort
Wood Sorrel
Butterweed
Pokeweed
Canadian Clearweed
Water Smartweed
Lady's Thumb
Jumpseed
Smooth Wild Petunia
Curly Dock
Black Snakeroot
Mad-Dog Skullcap
Tall Goldenrod
Giant Goldenrod
Stinging Nettle
Yellow Crownbeard
Tall Ironweed
Common Blue Violet
Unknown plant 9
Sedges
Frank's Sedge
Gray's Sedge
Wood Gray Sedge
Necklace Sedge
Fox Sedge
Shrubs
Common Privet
Spicebush
Amur Honeysuckle
Multiflora Rose
Blackberry
Coralberry
uknown Shrub 2
unknown shrub 1

GENUS
Lycopus
Lysimachia
Lysimachia
Oxalis
Packera
Phytolacca
Pilea
Polygonum
Polygonum
Polygonum
Ruellia
Rumex
Sanicula
Scutellaria
Solidago
Solidago
Urtica
Verbesina
Vernonia
Viola
Solidago

SPECIES
virginicus
ciliata
nummularia
acetocella
glabella
americana
pumila
hydropiperoides
periscaria
virginianum
strepens
crispus
gregaria
lateriflora
altissima
gigantea
dioica
occidentalis
gigantea
sororia
sp.

#
#
FG squares quadrats
F
112
35
F
1
1
F
645
42
F
4
3
F
43
17
F
15
6
F
85
31
F
58
12
F
31
14
F
276
60
F
6
1
F
7
6
F
2
2
F
62
23
F
18
9
F
1
1
F
14
3
F
139
31
F
10
8
F
85
19
F
1
1

Carex
Carex
Carex
Carex
Carex

frankii
grayi
grisea
projecta
vulpinoidea

Se
Se
Se
Se
Se
Se

469
30
1
3
56
2

57
6
1
2
11
1

Ligustrum
Lindera
Lonicera
Rosa
Rubus
Symphoricarpus

vulgare
benzoin
maackii
multiflora
sp
orbiculatus

Sh
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sh
Sh

38
37
632
35
93
5
1
3

18
17
65
19
25
2
1
3

#

#
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COMMON NAME
Tree Seedlings
Maple sapling
Ailanthus
Catalpa seedling
Hackberry seedling
Hawthorn seedling
Ash seedling
Locust seedling
Sweetgum seedling
Tulip Poplar seedling
Mulberry Saplings
Unknown seedling 1
Sycamore
Cherry seedling
Oak sapling
Buckthorn seedling
Elm sapling
Vine
Amur Peppervine
Hog Peanut
Hedge Bindweed
Trumpet Vine
False Strawberry
Wild Cucumber Vine
Winter Creeper
Wild Sweet Potato Vine
Honeysuckle Vine
Moonseed Vine
Virginia Creeper
Common Greenbriar
Poison Ivy
Frost grape

GENUS

SPECIES

FG squares quadrats

Acer
Ailanthus
Catalpa
Celtis
Crataegus
Fraxinus
Gleditsia
Liquidambar
Liriodendron
Morus
Pyrus
Platanus
Prunus
Quercus
Rhamnus
Ulmus

spp
altissima
speciosa
spp.
sp.
spp.
Robinia
styraciflua
tulipifera
spp.
sp
sp.
serotina
spp.
sp.
spp.

TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS
TS

478
2
1
40
6
489
4
33
47
37
10
3
2
9
11
42

58
1
1
9
5
62
4
13
13
12
8
3
2
8
7
34

Ampelopsis
Amphicarpaea
Calystegia
Campsis
Duchesnea
Echynocystis
Euonymus
Ipomoea
Lonicera
Menispermun
Parthenoscissus
Smilax
Toxicodendron
Vitis

brevipedunculata
bracteata
sepium
radicans
indica
lobata
fortunei
pandurata
japonica
canadense
quinquefolia
rotundifolia
radicans
vulpina

V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

21
54
4
60
170
2
413
11
208
4
344
17
424
116

15
24
3
22
46
2
63
8
43
4
52
15
60
45
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TREE SPECIES
COMMON NAME
Boxelder
Norway Maple
Red Maple
Silver Maple
Ailanthus
Common Pawpaw
Pignut Hickory
Northern Catalpa
Southern Hackberry
Northern Hackberry
Eastern Redbud
Flowering Dogwood
American Beech
White Ash
Green Ash
Honey Locust
Black Walnut
Sweetgum
Osage-Orange
White Mulberry
Red Mulberry
Sycamore
Eastern Cottonwood
Black Cherry
American Basswood
American Elm
Chinese Elm

GENUS
Acer
Acer
Acer
Acer
Ailanthus
Asimina
Carya
Catalpa
Celtis
Celtis
Cercis
Cornus
Fagus
Fraxinus
Fraxinus
Gleditsia
Juglans
Liquidambar
Maclura
Morus
Morus
Platanus
Populus
Prunus
Tilia
Ulmus
Ulmus

SPECIES
negundo
norvegicus
rubrum
saccharinum
altissima
triloba
glabra
speciosa
laevigata
occidentalis
candensis
florida
grandifolia
americana
pennsylvanica
triacanthos
nigra
styraciflua
pomifera
alba
rubra
occidentalis
deltoides
serotina
americana
americana
parvifolia
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